Application On-Boarding (P2V Migration) to Cloud for a UK Based Global ICT Provider

**BUSINESS REQUIREMENT**
- To setup a cloud environment and onboard applications from end-users / enterprise data centers
- Migration to a common platform with different hypervisors, version upgrades
- Standardize all core infrastructure server builds

**OUR SOLUTIONS**
- Standardized the core infrastructure on virtual machines
- Developed standard build for AD, SCCM, Exchange, DPM, MS SQL; image creation for server build
- High availability setup for critical servers
- Automated pre-assessment and information gathering; controlled change processes; templated P2V migration process

**BUSINESS IMPACT**
- Standardized core infrastructure across locations
- Controlled server builds, security and patch management
- Expert team with skills in multiple hypervisors; well documented procedures
- Minimal downtime

Learn more about our [Cloud Management Services](#) & [Cloud Accelerators](#)